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The feeble minds, the feeble minds. I declare that they are getting
stronger. Stronger, stronger, stronger in Me, who I am and My kingdom
purposes. Continue to channel My judgments as I give them…. A period
of silence came…. Child, Child, I will abase New York City if they do not
turn to Me and to seek justice. I will abase and ruin their fruits of
injustice and motives for evil - known as the Big Apple - turn to Me or I
will judge the fruit of your city. I will tear down your defenses and leave
you naked and open. Where then will be your gloating garments? Where
will be the clout of your success? Ignore not My pin-pricks by My Spirit to
do what is right and to trod the
right way. Be no longer a city of
grief in My sight who has grieved
My Spirit, but turn ye into the
right way and align with Me.
Though you are a major hub, I will
abase you if you do not turn to Me. I have many things to say to the hubs
of Satan that have been fortified in deceptions and covered about with
bulwarks. Now is the time to come to Me and align with Me that ye may
have life. But if the life giving Spirit which I have given unto you this day
through My words, if you choose to neglect them and cast them off, I will
visit you and abase you says the Lord. I will settle My judgment over you
on all sides. (I saw an apple cut in half by a sharp knife. I watched the
apple split in half and both halves laying next to each other. I saw the
seeds in each half in the center). A seed establishes a root and the root
establishes the tree to bear fruit. I am exposing all three - the seed, the
root and the tree upon which the fruit is. Release these My words and let
them not remain in stagnation. That is all, Child. Adjourn the meeting.
James 1:15
Then when lust hath conceived, it bringeth forth sin: and sin, when it is
finished,
bringeth forth death.”
I understood if sin can become full grown or “finished" after being
conceived, then so can many other things spiritually within us. All things
whether good or evil grow and increase, but they all begin from a seed.
What is the seed? It is the word as revealed in the parable of the sower
in the gospels. There are seeds of corruption and seeds of incorruption
according to 1 Peter 1:23 and Matthew 13:24-28. Everything begins from

a seed! This is fact! The Holy Spirit has taught me this through different
experiences. Now taking a picture spiritually that reflects the natural it
works like this - including for an individual, a family or a nation.
A seed establishes a root and the root establishes the tree to bare
fruit upon. The conception of receiving the seed begins when one
accepts the life of that seed, whether it is good or evil, right or wrong.
That seed gives way and dies and brings forth a root which begins to bring
forth the tree to bare whatever manner of fruit it will. This life source
comes from the root from whatever seed died, good or bad. Remember,
the seed remains in itself. When full growth comes or is “finished” this
brings death. This is the fullness of sin because the wages of sin is death.
The Bible speaks of the fullness of (people groups/New York) sins in the
Old and New Testament.* Examples of this is in Genesis 15:16 in that the
Amorites iniquity was not yet full. Also in Romans 11:25 concerning until
the times of the Gentiles fully come in. There will be a cutoff point!
When sin and corruption is full grown and “finished” and reaches its
fullness in iniquity, then God’s judgment comes.

